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IBM SamplePower 24. IBM SamplePower V3.0.1 for Power. The IBM
SamplePower.version causes unnecessary computations on 32-bit Windows
and Windows Vista 64 bit. Previous. IBM SPSS SamplePower V3.0.1 27.Q:
Choosing between Maps and Lists on Google App Engine I don't really know
what is the difference between the Maps and Lists of Google App Engine.
What is more efficient, Maps or Lists? Can Maps use binary or string keys? A:
Let's look at a theoretical example. Imagine I'm building a website where
visitors can donate money to charity. This website has a donation funnel for
visitors to begin with. The funnel has 5 states that visitors may be in:
Donating (has item 1 in the database) Ready to donate (has item 2, 3, 4, 5 in
the database) Not ready to donate Visitors who are ready to donate are
shown to a donation form. Visitors who are not ready to donate are shown to
a registration form. There are two different models of representing
people/visitors. A list of people. A map with each area of the funnel stored as
a key-value pair. Which is better? Well, if each visitor is represented in a list,
that's going to be a lot faster to retrieve than if each visitor is represented in
a map. Maps are rather resource-intensive so they should be avoided in most
situations. If you look at these sites: Google Wave: google.com/wave FileSize:
google.com/file/encode/material Google Maps: google.com/maps You can see
that the map servers can get pretty busy sometimes. Maps are used for
routing. If you have a low-volume app, you should use a list. If you have a
high-volume app, you should use a map. The main difference between the two
is that lists: Compress objects efficiently Can share objects (with reference
counting) between multiple applications Are not restricted to 64KB Have no
limits on names (except for the API) Maps: Any data can be stored in a map
Objects are NOT shared (no reference counting) Maps can store up to a few
hundred thousand keys Maps have limits on names A
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